Private pilot license helicopter PPL(H)
Heliport Balzers (LSXB)

A private pilot license allows you to perform private helicopter
flights. The license is valid all over Europe and fulfills global
standards.
The PPL(H) is your entry ticket to the world of aviation and the
training provides you with the tools and skills needed to safely
operate a helicopter.
Prerequisites
The training can start at the age of 16 and an applicant must reach a minimum
of 17 years to obtain a private pilot license. In addition, a medical class 2
certificate needs to be demonstrated. At the end of the course all theoretical
exams need to be completed and a minimum of 45h flight time are required.
Thereof 10h are to be done solo and max. 5h may be performed in a simulator.
Training course
An introductory flight allows you to obtain a first and straightforward glance
into the world of helicopters. This flight can be credited to your logbook if you
decide to start training.
After a comprehensive consultation, where goals and expectations are jointly
defined, practical flight training begins. At first, flight lessons are done using
dual controls, later supervised solo flights are performed with one of our
seasoned flight instructors. Before and after each flight a detailed briefing and
debriefing is carried out.
In parallel to the practical training, a theoretical course with 9 subjects provide
you with the required know-how in aviation.
In the course of your training you will also have an introduction to flying in
mountainous terrain and simulate a vast variety of emergencies. Of course,
there will also be time to land near a restaurant and take a coffee break. The
biggest highlight will be the first time alone in the cockpit flying a helicopter
all by yourself.
Duration & costs
Duration and costs vary significantly on individual preparation, training
intervals and learning ability. On average the PPL(H) is completed within 12
months.
The costs for a PPL(H) at Valair lie within the market norm. During a personal
consultation a transparent and long-term cost analysis is done (incl. future
type ratings and charter prices etc.). Valair offers you very attractive terms.

Why Valair in Balzers:
»» Official Robinson dealership in
Switzerland and Liechtenstein with a
renowned maintenance facility
»» Modern helicopter fleet with best
price-performance ratio
»» Effective flight time billed
»» 11 official mountain landing spots
within 20min flight time
»» Various training areas within 5
minutes flight time
»» Heliport always open including night
flight possibilities
»» Personal coaching by highly
experienced flight instructors with
a strong background in commercial
flying
»» Favorable weather all year round (no
fog)
»» Attractive charter options with 4-5
seat helicopters

For more infos visit www.valair.ch
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